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In microbiology, the contraulas are cylinder cell structures that represent the effects of microtubules, which are tube-sized ino or strands of proteins. Without contraulas, the cromosis will not be able to move during the formation of new cells.  Help organize the assembly of microtubules during the contraulas cell division. To put it simply,
use the microtubules of the contaly as a highway during the process of the cromosom cell division. Contraulas is found in all animal cells and in only a few species of low plant cells. Two cantrawlas – one mother, one cantrawli and one daughter, cantrawli – are found inside the cell in a structure called cantrossom.  Most cantraulas are
made from nine sets of microtubule triples, with the discount of some species, such as the nine sets of crabs which have microtubule dobulites. There are some other species that dissobee the standard contaly structure. Microtues is a type of protein called the kervi protein. During the matosus or cell division, the contrasorus and
contraulas move to the opposite head of the cell and the upper and the lower. Contraulas will help to ensure that the cell is transferred to the chromesom during the division so that each daughter's cell gets the appropriate number of chromes.  Contraulas are also important for cell structure formation known as the monsa and flagila. The
fish and the flagela, which are found at the outer surface of the cell, support the cellular movement. A cantaly combined with several additional protein structures is revised to become a basal body. The basil bodies are anchor sites for moving to The M.A. and Falagila. Located outside the cantaulas, but close to the cell. In the cell division,
there are several stages: in the order of the event they are interphase, prophasi, metaphaasi, anaphsi, and telophasi. Contraulas is a very important role to play in all stages of the cell division. The end goal is to move the fat chromes into a newly created cell. In the first stage of The Matosus, called Cantrawlas. It is the first phase of the
cell division, which marks the beginning of the matusus and the simulation in the cell cycle. In the proto-propaas, with the contravolus moving towards the end of the opposite of each contrasmony cell. Each cell is kept in a pair of cantaulas. The mattok is initially shown as a structure called the stomata which surrounds each controline pair.
Microgbles form the sertoses which expand from each controssy, thus separating the contral joints and alongating the cells. You can think of these resins as a newly cooked highway for fat chromosom to move to newly configured cells. In this example, the grazing is a car along the Cromozom Highway. In Metapohasi, the contraulas help
in the position of polar resins as they expand from the contrasum and position chromewith with the metapo-poly plate. in keeping with Well, it keeps the lane straight. In Anahasi, polar resins attached to the chromosom and sister chromatodas (charba chromosom) separated. The expansion from the separate cromosom cantorsom is
extracted by the opposing heads of the cell by the stem cells. At this point of the highway, it is as if a car on the highway copied the second copy and two cars started moving away from each other, on the same highway, in opposite directions. In Teluphasi, the cromosom scum is surrounded by various new novels as to the way the stoic
rays are passed. After the cell haraik, which is the division of the cell's staples, two genetically identical daughter cells are formed that contain a controssy with each contrealy pair. In this last phase, using the car and highway, the two cars look exactly the same, but are now completely detached and have gone through their separate ways.
If you survived the biology class, you can see the grainy images of the cell structure, such as the cantre. As its name suggests, a contaly is usually near the center of a cell. The contarole is an organelle, and it plays a significant part in the cell division. Normally, the contravalus are in pairs and are located near it. The contrasmonic cell
contains the contraulas. Also known as microtubele organization center, the controseme is an organelle. It's a pair of contravalus. A controulis is usually nine bundles of microtubules, which are hollow tubes that give the organised to their shape, arranged in a ring. However, some species have fewer than nine bundles. Microgis run
parallel to each other. A bundle has a set of three microtues, which are made of a protein name. Located near the center of the cell or center, the two contraolas are usually next to each other. However, they are based on the right angle on each other. Sometimes you can label them as a mother and daughter cantre. Normally, a
contrawlicity looks like a small, hollow cylinder. Unfortunately, you can't see it until the cell division is not ready to start. In addition to contravalus, the contrasmmy contains peric material (PCM). It has a mass of proteins, which surround two contravalus. Researchers believe that the contra-volus proteins are capable of organizing. The
main function of the contaly is to help the cromosom move inside the cell. The location of the contraulas depends on whether the cell is not going through the division. You can find the active contraulas during the matosas and the simulation. Matosus is the cell division which leads to two daughter cells with the same number of cromosis
as the original parent cell. On the other hand, the simulation is the cell division that leads to daughter cells with half the number of the original parent cell as the cromosis. When a cell is ready to divide, the contraulas move to the opposite head. period Division can control the control of the contravalus, forming the fiber. This is when a
mattock is a stoic or a stoic apertus form. It looks like a group of threads coming out of the contraulas. The pillow is able to pull apart the chromosom and separate them. Contraulas are active in specific stages of cell division. During the protosis of the matosus, the contrasoma is separated, so a pair of contraulas can travel to opposite
sides of the cell. At this time, the contraulas and pericar materials are called as stris. Contraulas are microtues, which look like the subjects and are called the pillow sash. Microgbles begin moving towards the opposite end of the cell. After that, some of these microtues are attached to the cantorumofus of the chrome. A portion of the
microgblin will help to separate the cromosm, while the other will help to divide the cells into two. Finally, line up in the middle of the cell of the chrome. It is called meta-phasi. Next, during the anaesthesia, the sister begins to separate the chromatas, and moves with the microgbalt themes in the parts. During telo-phasi, chromatas moves
to the opposite end of the cell. At this point, they are not needed since the contravalus' squall squalls begin to disappear. Cantrawlas and Contramas are. A central gunsource is an area that allows for attachment to the connection to the cantrawli. When you look at a picture of a gun, it appears as a narrow area in the middle. In this area,
you can find special mushrooms. The cantoromas play an essential part in the separation of chromatas during the cell division. It is important to note that although most biology textbooks show central ommary in the middle of the ganstor, the position may vary. Some cantoromas are in the east while others are all gone. You can also see
the contraulas at the end of the basil flagila and the mat, which estimates are coming out of a cell. This is why they are sometimes called basil bodies. Microtues in contravalus make the flagium or c-um. The monsa and the flagela are designed to either help the cell move or help control the surrounding matter. When the cantaulas move
into a cell area, they can organize and configure the mat and the flagela. The mat consists of many small estimates. They look like small hair covering a cell. Some examples of the mat are estimates on the level of a stoic tissues of the tissues of the stoic. On the other hand, the flagelas are different and have only a long projection. It often
looks like a tail. An example of a cell with a flagelm is a mammalian nitfa cell. Most real alms are made of microtues of the same interior structure and flagela. They are called the merzai microtubules and are arranged in two fashions besides a nine. Nine-slice microtubs consisting of two pieces, two internal microtubalygins. Only Cells
have contraulas, so bacteria, fins and seditiondo do not need them. Some fewer plants have contraulas, but do not have high plants. Generally, fewer plants are included, lachances and lauroorts because they do not have a non-asystem system. On the other hand, the high plants have this system and include bushes, trees and flowers.
When the proteins found in the genes of the atperitions are responsible for the cantre, problems and genetic diseases may occur. Scientists think that the contraulas can actually carry biological information. It is important to note that a non-intestinal egg comes from the male's only female's snout because the female egg does not contain
them. Researchers have found that the original contravalus from the mini are able to revive multiple cell divisions in brannan. Although cantreolas do not take genetic information, their stability in the developing brannmeans means that they can share other types of information. Scientists are interested in this topic because it keeps it for
understanding and treating diseases associated with contravalus. For example, there are problems in a male's snout that can be approved on the contraulas brannan. Researchers have discovered that cancer cells often have excessive contravalus. Not only do they have additional contravalus, but they are also more than usual. However,
when scientists removed the cantaulas from cancer cells in a study, they found that cells may continue to divide at a slower rate. They learned that cancer cells have a gene that is responsible for a protein to control the cell cycle, which is a protein in p53, so they can still divide. Scientists believe that this discovery will help improve cancer
treatment. Oral-face digital (JD) syndrome is a genetic problem which is also brief. It is congenital disease because problems with the mother lead to segenal problems. Researchers have found that the two genes, ofofd1 and C2CD3, can cause problems with proteins in the contravalus. Both of these genes are responsible for the
contraulas regulatory, but the proteins usually prevent the protein from working. It leads to the evil bee. Oral facial-digital syndrome causes developmental inequality in humans. It affects the head, mouth, jaw, teeth and other parts of the body. Generally, people with this condition have problems with oral mouth, face and fingers. This can
also lead to intellectual disabilities. Oral face-digital syndrome sedated, but some are difficult to separate from each other. Some of the symptoms include cut, cut lips, small jaws, hair loss, tongue tumor, small or wide-eyed eyes, extra numbers, visits, developmental problems, heart and kidney disease, dyspepsia, dyspepsia, chest and
skin. It is also common for people with this for extra or missing teeth. A Oral facial-digital syndrome in a 50,000 to 250,000 birth results. I'm the most common of all kinds. A genetic test can confirm oral facial-digital syndrome because it can show gene-inversions for this reason. Unfortunately, it only works for diagnosis. In the type of
syndrome and not the other type. Others are usually diagnosed on the basis of symptoms. There is no treatment for this, but surgery by providing plastic or facilities can help to correct certain facial features. Oral facial-digital syndrome is a genetic disorder associated with x. This means that the atperition is on x-gonstur, which is inherited.
When a woman has an x-gun-toting version of less than two, she will have a problem. However, since men have only one x-gun, if they get an aperition, it becomes deadly. This results in more women than men. Macal-Gruber Syndrome, also known as Macal Syndrome, is a genetic disorder. It is also caused by errors in the mat. Michael-
Gruber syndrome affects various organs in the body, including kidneys, brain, organs and liver. The most common symptoms have a point on the part of the brain, kidney systems and additional numbers. Some people with this genetic disease have facial and head ailments. Others have brain and spinal problems. Generally, there are
many genites who die before the birth of Michael-Gruber Syndrome. Those who are born live for a short time. Usually, they die from respiratory or kidney failure. An estimated 140,000 children in 3,250 have this genetic disorder. However, it is more common in some parts of the world and some countries. For example, it occurs in one in
9,000 people with a fenish, one in 3,000 people with Belgian sin and one in 1,300 people with a Gujrati Indian. Most of the genitalia is diagnosed during pregnancy, when the ultrasaund is performed. It looks like a point that the brain can show the ad-in- the aesthesia. Pregnant women can also take challlos samples or get amnocantas for
the test of the defect. A genetic test can also confirm the diagnosis. There is no cure for Michael-Gruber syndrome. Multiple gene-in-the-genus can lead to The Macal-Gruber syndrome. It creates proteins that cannot function properly, and the mood is negatively affected. The cells have structural and active problems, which cause signaling
disorders within the cells. Michael-Gruber Syndrome is an autoswell resinable condition. This means that a gene inheritance is a gene that is at the same time on both copies of a gene. John Frederick McCall published the first reports of the disease in the 1820s. After that, G.B. Gruber published his own reports on the disease in the
1930s. The collection of their names is now used to explain the error. Contraulas are important organis within the cells. They are part of the Cell Division, The Meha and The Flagila. If you have problems, you can get help with your child's needs. For example, a gene has an aperition that affects the mat that causes protein disorders, these
are fatal that can lead to serious genetic disorders. Researchers continue to study the contraulas to learn more about their function and structure. Structure.
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